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The sensitivity of the inverse filter to noise is often thought to be 
the reason that inverse fllter restorations of motion-blurred images 
are normally dominated by errors. In this paper, we show that 
even in the absence of noise, there is a large error component, 
called the edge error, that arises due to the fact that real images 
seldom have the periodicity implicitly assumed by discrete Fourier 
transform operation. An analysis shows that the edge error has a 
triangular-wave structure with an amplitude proportional to the 
difference between the average pixel intensity levels of the left and 
right edges of the image. For the central region of an image, the 
edge error may be reduced by using Wiener filtering instead of 
inverse filtering. However, the restored images show reduced reso- 
lution as well as ghosting and ringing effects. We also derive 
mathematically a special window for treatment of the edge error. 
A sign&ant improvement in the quality of restorations is 
achieved with the use of this special window. The best restorations 
are obtained by subjecting the windowed-blurred image to a Wie- 
ner filter of large signal-to-noise ratio. 8 1591 Academic press, hf. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For linear and shift-invariant motion-blurring, the 
blurred image g(x, y) may be written as the convolution 
of the scene f(x, y) and the point spread function (PSF) 
hk Y): 

Ax, Y) = jj-:- f(4, q)h(x - 5, Y - r)) d5 dv + nk Y), 

(1) 

where n (x, y) represents additive noise. A Fourier trans- 
form of Eq. (1) gives 

G(u, u) = F(u, u)H(u, u) + N(u, u), (2) 

where G(u, u), F(u, u), H(u, u), and N(u, u) are respec- 
tively the transforms of g(x, y), f(x, y), h(x, y), and 
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n(x, y). When the noise term is negligible, a restoration 
of f(x, y) may be obtained by an inverse transform of 
G(u, u)lH(u, u). This restoration technique is often called 
the inverse filter. 

The inverse filter, unfortunately, seldom works in 
practice. Most restored images are completely over- 
whelmed by errors exhibiting marked periodic structures 
(e.g., Ref. [I]). These errors are commonly thought to be 
due to the presence of noise which contributes the error 
term N(u, u)lH(u, u). Near the zeroes of H(u, u), the 
error term becomes very large and thus gives rise to 
prominent restoration errors. Hence the inverse filter is 
often dismissed as being too sensitive to noise and hence 
useless for restoration of real images. 

The effect of noise amplification near the zeroes of 
H(u, u) can be suppressed by a slight modification of the 
inverse filter. Instead of the inverse filter l/H&, u), we 
multiply G(u, u) by the modified filter function 

Hlh, u> = 
ff*cu, u) 

H(u, u)H*(u, u) + y ’ 
(3) 

where H*(u, u) is complex conjugate of H(u, u) and y is a 
constant. When y = 0, this modified filter reduces to the 
inverse filter. For finite y, all the singularities of l/H(u, u) 
are converted to zeroes of Hr(u, u), and hence the noise 
amplification effect of the inverse filter is rendered less 
objectionable. This restoration technique, which is often 
called the pseudo-inverse filter, can also be derived from 
the principle of minimum mean-square error. In this case, 
y is determined in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio, and 
the technique is then generally known as the Wiener filter 
after N. Wiener, who first applied such a principle to the 
filtering of noisy time series. 

The Wiener filter does somewhat improve the restora- 
tion. However, it is unfortunately not the most appropri- 
ate solution to the problem since, as we shall demon- 
strate in this paper, random noise is not the main source 
of the observed restoration errors. In practical inverse or 
Wiener filtering, only a portion of the complete blurred 
image g(x, y) is available and this truncated image is 
further digitized and subjected to discrete Fourier trans- 
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forms. In the spectral analysis of time series, the leakage 
problem due to truncated data was recognized early and 
many windowing techniques for its treatment have been 
proposed. A study of the boundary value problem in im- 
age restoration by recursive spatial domain filtering was 
carried out by Woods et al. 121. Li and Wang [3] consid- 
ered the error due to truncated data in their estimation of 
the blur extent of a square-pulse PSF. 

In this paper, we present a thorough analysis of the 
restoration errors due to the truncated of image data, 
which we shall call “edge errors.” We first obtain ana- 
lytic expressions for the edge errors of the inverse filter. 
This is followed by an examination of the changes in the 
characteristics of edge errors when Wiener filters are 
used. We then derive a special window which may be 
expected to be the most effective for the reduction of 
edge errors for general images. Restorations obtained us- 
ing the inverse and Wiener filters, with and without the 
special window, are finally presented. The better image 
restorations thus obtained are probably adequate for less 
demanding applications, but their quality still leaves 
much to be desired. 

Our analysis of edge errors has also led to new tech- 
niques for image restoration. In a companion paper, we 
shall report on two techniques which are capable of al- 
most perfect restoration of a large class of images. 

II. EDGE ERROR 

Suppose gi is the digitized image of a scene 5 blurred 
by a point spread function hi: 

M-l 

gi = C hjA-j, i = 0, 1, * * * 7 (N - 1); N > M* (4) 
j=O 

The restored image G, may be given by the discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) of (4): 

N-l N-l M-l 

G, = C giWiU = 2 C hjf;-jWiu 
i=O i=O j=O 

M-l N-l 

= z hjwj” z .fiWi” 

where W = exp(27rmIN). Since u is an integer, 
W(N-l)u = W-l*, and (5) thus reduces to 

G, = H,F, - E,, (6) 

where F,, and H, are, respectively, the DFT of 5 and hi 
(padded with zeroes), and 

In inverse filtering, a restoration 
inverse DFT of GJH,: 

is attempted by an 

J;: = i x (Fu - EJH,, 
U-O 

) w-iu, 

i = 0, 1, . . . , (N - 1). (8) 

There is therefore a restoration error given by 

ey = fi - j = & 2; (EJH,) W-‘“. 

Equation (7) shows that the restoration error vanishes 
when &-I = fVr, which is true for images of small objects 
in a uniform background, or for images artificially blurred 
with a point spread function that wraps around from one 
edge of the image to the other. 

For real images, E, in general does not vanish and a 
large error in the restoration may be expected. Consider 
the simple PSF hi = l/M, which is often used as an ideal- 
ized model for motion-blurring. The zeroes of the corre- 
sponding H,, are at u = mN/M, m = 1,2, . . . , (M - 1). 
When N and M have a common divisor, some of the 
zeroes will occur on the computational nodes of the DFT, 
and direct inverse filtering will fail due to the fatal compu- 
tational error of division by zero. This computational dif- 
ficulty may be evaded either by assigning zero values for 
the affected Fourier components (pseudo-inverse filter- 
ing) or by choosing mutually prime N and M. Neverthe- 
less, each zero of H, may still be expected to give rise to 
a nearly sinusoidal error component of large amplitude. 
As all such error components have wavelengths M/m, 
m=l,2,. . . , (M - l), they add up to form a periodic 
pattern of period M. Equation (9) hence shows that even 
in the absence of random noise, large errors are to be 
expected in inverse filter restorations. 

For the simple PSF under consideration, we may in 
fact obtain an explicit expression for the edge error. The 
Fourier transform of hi is 

1 - WM” 
H” = M(1 - W”) (10) 
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negative phases are (M - I) pixels long and of a height 
-l/M. All the square waves begin with a positive to nega- 
tive transition from pixel 0 to pixel 1. These Green’s 
functions provide a clear picture of the error patterns 
expected to arise from the nonperiodicity of the scene 5. 
For instance, if all C#I[ = 0 except C#I, = f255 - f-r = 1, the 
inverse filter restoration will show sharp spikes at pixels 
15, 30, . - . ) 2.55. On the other hand, if $1 = 6, (a con- 
stant) for all 1, then (12) reduces to 

inv _ M-l 
eo -4-s 

ejnv = 

FIG. 1. The 14 plots on the upper half of this figure show consecu- 
tively from the top the Green’s functions GFT’, I = 14 down to 1. The 
restoration error for the special case + = 1 for all 1 is obtained by 
summing up all the 14 Green’s functions. The result is a triangular wave 
as shown by the last plot of this figure. 

giving for E,, , 

M-l E, = 2 ~, 1 - W(M-l)u 

/=I M(1 - W”) ’ (11) 

where (pl = fM+ - &. The restoration errors are then 
given by 

M-l 

= c &G;!j”. (12) 
I=1 

Each nonvanishing C#JI gives rise to an error pattern over 
the restored image due to the term enclosed in large pa- 
rentheses in (12). We denote it by Giy as it may be con- 
sidered as the Green’s function for the boundary error 
term c#+. 

t = 1 “f: W-‘“H:H,F, -- I E u=o H:H, + y 

1 y W-‘“H,*E,, 

N u=,, H,*H, + y 

= fyi” - eTie, (15) 

The Green’s functions G!y can be explicitly evaluated 
as is shown in the Appendix. The upper 14 plots of Fig. 1 
show the Green’s functions for the case M = 15 and N = 
17M + 1 = 256. We see that Giy are square waves cen- 
tered around zero. The positive phases of the square 
wave Gfy are 1 pixels long and of a height (M - 1)/M. The 

For the simple PSF hi = l/M, we, may substitute (10) 
and (11) into the edge-error term eY and obtain 

where F,, and E, are as defined in the last section. The 
second term denoted e iwie on the right-hand side of (15) is 
the edge-error term. The first term fyi” gives the edge- 
error-free Wiener filter restoration. Note that the edge- 
error-free restoration is not a perfect restoration as in the 
case of the inverse filter. 

y + ((i - 1) mod M)], (13) 

i=l,2,. . . ,(N-1). 

The restoration error (13) is shown in the last plot of Fig. 
1. Even for a small value of CJ = 1 bit-level, the restored 
image is marred by a triangular wave of amplitude (M - 
1) bit-levels. 

III. EDGE ERROR IN WIENER FILTER 

The Wiener filter restoration is given by 

(14) 

where H,* is the complex conjugate of H,. When y is 
zero, the Wiener filter reduces to the inverse filter. For 
positive, nonzero values of y, the Wiener filter replaces 
all the singularities of the inverse filter by zeroes, and 
hence avoids some of the computational difficulties of the 
inverse filter. The Wiener filter is also more robust than 
the inverse filter for restoring noisy images. For these 
reasons, when a restoration by the inverse filter is not 
satisfactory, the Wiener filter is often used. 

A derivation similar to that for the inverse filter gives 
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FIG. 2. (a) The edge error of Wiener filters with y  = lo-’ (top), 10e2, 10m4, and 10ds (bottom). Note that for y  = lo-* the edge error is basically 
the same as that for the inverse filter, whereas for y  = lo-* and lo-‘, the edge error is negligible in the central part of the image. (b) The smearing 
functions cri of the Wiener filters of (a). Note that for y  2 10M2, there is a negative peak at a distance equal to the blue extent on either side of the 
main peak at the origin. This indicates the presence of the ghosting effect. 

(1 - W-Mu)(l - WWl’“) 

x (1 - WMU)(l - W-Mu) + M2y(l - W”)(l - W-U) I * 

(16) 

To compare the edge error of the Wiener filter with that 
of the inverse filter, we shall consider the special case of 
all + = 4. Equation (16) then reduces to 

ey=- 4 y  W-i” 

N u=o 

However, a significant edge error remains near the edge. 
An interesting observation is that while the edge error of 
the inverse filter is periodic, the edge error of the Wiener 
filter is not (except for y I 10m8), and tends to show 
strong spikes with opposite signs at the two edges of the 
image. 

The reduction of edge error is obtained at a price-an 
unintentional smearing of the restored image. The edge- 
error-free restoration may be written as 

(1 - W-Mu) 
x (1 - WMU)( 1 - W-Mu) + M2y(l - WU)(l - w-“) 

(18) 

x M - 1 + l ,-w;:#l)U]. 
i 

From the convolution theorem, we see that fp is ob- 
(17) tained by spreading every pixel of J;- to a shape oj given 

by 

The edge error as given by (17) is plotted in Fig. 2a for 
y = lo-* (bottom), y = 10e4, y = 10m2, and y = 10-l (top). 

~~(7) = $ $’ W-h 

We see that for y = 10m8, the edge error is basically the 
u 0 

same as that of the inverse filter as shown in Fig. 1. As y 
(1 - WMU)(l - W-Mu) 

increases, the edge error decreases. For y 3 10m2, the 
x (1 - WMU)(l - W-Mu) + M2y(l - W”)(l - W--U)’ 

edge error is negligible near the center of the image. (19) 
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Figure 2b shows aj for y = lo-’ (bottom), y = 10e4, y = 
10e2, and y = 10-i (top). When y = 10e8, there is negligi- 
ble spreading, consistent with the fact that the corre- 
sponding edge error is basically the same as that of the 
inverse filter. For y > 10p2, when the edge error near the 
center of the image is negligible, the spreading is signifi- 
cant. This means that resolution of the restored image 
will be affected more adversely as the edge error is re- 
duced. 

B, = y Wk”(l - ok) (2 f;hkei) 
k=O i=O 

+ ,r$l, Wk”(l - ak) ( i Ahk-i) 
i=k-M+I 

f kzrL+, Wk”(l - WC) ( 5 hhk-i) 
i=k-M+l 

+ Nl$iz Wk”(l - ok) ( Ng’ frhk-i). (22) 
i=k-M+I 

IV. REDUCING EDGE ERROR BY WINDOWING 

As the edge error arises from the fact that only a finite 
segment of the whole scene is captured on the image, we 
now consider the possibility of using windowing tech- 
niques to reduce the edge error. Let us consider a general 
window oi, with mi = 1 for K I i I (N - L). The shape of 
the two tapering ends of the window and their lengths K, 
L are to be determined for the most effective reduction of 
edge error. The Fourier transform of the windowed- 
blurred image is 

N-l 

G, = C W”Oigi 
i=O 

M-l N-l 

= 2 hjW.iu c fiwiu 

j=O i=O 

- z hjWj” (y (1 - oi+j)AW”) 
i=O 

- z hjWj” (2 (f&i - f-i)W-“‘Uj-i) 

= H,F, - B, - E:‘“. (20) 

The first term by itself will give a perfect restoration. The 
second term containing the factor (1 - wi+j) gives the 
restoration error due to windowing. In Wiener filtering, 
the filter error gives rise to a loss of resolution due to 
smearing. In windowing, the error is additive. The last 
term gives the edge error, i.e., the error due to the non- 
vanishing of the terms (fN-i - f-i). 

To facilitate the choice of wi, let us transform the ex- 
pressions for EZi” and B, into summations with respect to 
the subscript of oi. The edge-error term becomes 

M-2 

E, win = c WkUWk ("gl hi+k(fN-i - f-i))* (21) 
k=O i=l 

The main point to note is that Ep involves only Ok for 
k=O,l,. . . , (M - 2). The windowing-error term gives 

For generality, we assume that K, L are both larger than 
M. 

The first two terms of (22) contain fi near the left edge 
of the image while the other two terms contain fi near the 
right edge of the image. The left-edge terms of (EF’” + B,) 
may then be written as 

x Wk” [ (1 - ok) (2 Ahk-i) - ok ( M$l f-ih+k)] 

+ ,r?, W”(l - @k) ( $ .Ahk-i). 
i=k-Mtl 

(23) 

The second term of (23) can be eliminated by choosing 
wk = 1 for k = (M - I), . . . , (K - 1). For given hi and 
A, we may choose wk such that the first term also van- 
ishes. To obtain a generally applicable window, we must 
make some assumptions about the image. Except for 
large blur extent, we may assume that the pixel values 
around the left edge of the image are rather uniform, i.e., 
5 = 4. Factoring out the fi terms, we see that the first 
term of (23) will vanish if we choose 

wk = 2 hi, fork = 0, 1, . . . ,M-2. (24) 
i=O 

The left tapering end of the window is therefore defined 
in terms of the PSF. 

The right-edge terms of (Ep + B,) are more difficult to 
eliminate. The last two terms of B, given in (22) may be 
written as 

x Wk”(l - wk) (MT’ .h-ihi+k) 
i=l 

L-l 

+ c w-k”(l - ON-k) ( M$il .h-ihi-k). (25) 
k=l 

In the derivation of the above expression, we have made 
use of the implicit periodicity of the window, i.e., WN+k = 
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ok. Combining the above with the right-edge term of EY, 
we obtain the right-edge restoration error as 

x Wk” ( Mgl fN-ihitn) 
i=l 

L-l 

+ kTl w-k”u - ON-k) ( Mgr’ .fN-ihi-k). (26) 

This error cannot be removed by windowing techniques 
since irrespective of what @N-k we choose, the two terms 
of (26) cannot cancel each other as they involve sepa- 
rately positive and negative powers of W”. The best 
course is to choose ON-k so that the effect of this error is 
the least damaging. The first term of (26) in fact gives us a 
strong hint of the appropriate measure to be taken. 

Consider the sum 

M-l N-i 

2 hjWj” C fiWiu 
j=O ;=N-M+l 

= z Wk” ( M21 fN-ihi+*) + y Wpk” (y fJ-ih,-k)a 
i=l k=l i=k 

(27) 

The first term of (27) is identical to the first term of (26). 
We may choose @N-k so that the second terms of (26) and 
(27) also become equal for given hi and A. Again assum- 
ing that the pixel values 5 remain uniform near the right 
edge of the image, the choice will be WN-k = 1 for k 1 M 
and 

M-l 

UN-k = x hi, fork= 1,2,. . . ,M- 1. (28) 
i=M-k 

The right tapering end of the window is therefore also 
defined. 

We may note that the window as defined in (24) and 
(28) can be fine-tuned for any given image. If we have 
approximate values of j in the left and right edges, a 
special window may be designed using these values. 
However, such special windows are not applicable to 
other images. 

For the special case of a square-pulse PSF, hi = l/M, 
the window becomes trapezoidal in shape, 

k+I 
tik = - 

M ’ 
for k = 0, 1, . . . , M - 2, 

N-k 
wk = - 

M ’ 
fork=N-M+ 1,. . . ,N- 1, 

wk= 1, otherwise. (29) 

Trapezoidal windows have also been proposed by Chen 
[4]. However, our derivation here provides a theoretical 
basis for the trapezoidal window and resolves issues such 
as the proper width for the tapering ends. 

Applying the window as defined by (24) and (28), we 
have 

M-l /N-M 

j=O \ i=o 

- z Wk” [!x, hl i khk-’ - 2 hk-/ “2’ f-ihi+k] 
i=O l=O i=O 

- y w-k” {“$-l hl “2-l fN-.h.mk - y fNmihiek). I I 
k=l I=0 i=k i=k 

(30) 

As expected, when fi remains constant around the left 
edge and the right edge separately, the last two terms of 
(30) vanish, and the restored image is given by the first 
term. Note that the second summation of the first term is 
from i = 0 to i = (N - M). This implies that the restored 
image j is perfect (i.e., i = fi) except that a band of 
width (M - 1) is completely blanked out (&M+i = 
fN-&.f+2 = - ’ - = fN-1 = 0). 

For a general image, 5 cannot be assumed to be con- 
stant around the edges. Equation (30) then implies that 
there will be an edge error in the restoration apart from 
the blanking of the (M - 1) rightmost pixels. However, as 
the edge error is now proportional to the degree of non- 
uniformity of fi at the left and right edges taken sepa- 
rately instead of the differences (fN-i - f-i), a consider- 
able reduction of the edge error may be expected. 

V. IMAGES RESTORED BY THE VARIOUS METHODS 

In this section, we present some images restored by the 
various methods discussed. In Figs. 3a-3j, we have used 
a monochrome image of the book cover design of the 
textbook on image restoration by Andrews and Hunt [5]. 
Figure 3a is the original image of 497 x 512 resolution. 
Figure 3b is the blurred image obtained with a square- 
pulse PSF of 16-point blur extent. Figure 3c is the inverse 
filter restoration which is completely dominated by edge 
error. Figure 3d is the restoration obtained by inverse 
filtering the data after application of the trapezoid win- 
dow (29). The results are still very poor. 

Figures 3e-3g show, respectively, the Wiener filter 
restorations with y = 10p4, IO-*, and 10-l. With increas- 
ing value of y, the edge error decreases, but the restora- 
tions lose resolution. A “ghosting” (or ringing) effect 
becomes noticeable for y I lo-*. Such a ghosting effect is 
consistent with Fig. 2b, which shows that for larger y 
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FIG. 3. Restoration of an image by the various restoration methods. (a) The original scene. (b) The blurred image (square-pulse PSF). (c) The 
inverse filter restoration. (d) The trapezoid window/inverse filter restoration. (e) The Wiener filter restoration with y  = 10-4. (f) Same as (e) but for 
y  = 1O-2. (g) Same as (e) but for y  = 10-l. (h) The trapezoid window/Wiener filter (y = 10e4) restoration. (i) Same as (h) but for y  = lo-?. (j) Same as 
(i) but for y  = 10-r. 

values, there tends to be a negative peak at one blur- image quality over the corresponding Figs. 3e-3g is ob- 
extent distance on either side of the main peak at the tained. 
origin. From the above illustrations, we may conclude that 

Figures 3h-3j show the results of Wiener filtering (y = our mathematical analyses presented in the earlier sec- 
10e4, lo-*, lo-‘, respectively) after applying the trape- tions have correctly identified the edge error as the main 
zoid window to the blurred image. The edge error is rea- source of error in the inverse and Wiener filter restora- 
sonably well controlled and a significant improvement in tions. The trapezoid window we have derived is also ef- 
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FIG. 3-Continued 

fective in improving the quality of the restorations. The noise which is amplified by the singularities of the inverse 
best results appear to be obtained by applying a Wiener filter. In view of the sensitivity of the inverse filter to 
filter with 10e4 I y I low2 to data treated with the trape- noise, it has been dismissed as impractical for the resto- 
zoid window. However, we note that even with the help ration of real images. 
of the trapezoid window, none of the restorations appear In the literature, three different approaches seem to 
to be satisfactory for the most demanding applications. have been taken in reducing the restoration errors: (1) 

replacing the inverse filter with Wiener filters, (2) win- 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS dowing the blurred image before restoration, and (3) 

working in the spatial domain rather than in the Fourier 
Large errors are often observed in inverse filter resto- transform domain (e.g., Ref. [6]). 

ration of images. Such errors are commonly attributed to In this paper, we have addressed the first two ap- 
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FIG. 3-Continued 

proaches. We first presented an analysis of the edge error some new techniques which are capable of near-perfect 
in inverse and Wiener filter restorations of motion- restoration of a large class of noise-free images. 
blurred images. The application of the discrete convolu- 
tion theorem implicitly requires that the data be periodic. 
As true images are rarely periodic over their width, a 
direct application of the convolution theorem as in the 
inverse filter leads to edge errors. Such edge errors are 
generally of overwhelming amplitudes and appear in the 
form of periodic bands, with the pixel intensity varying 
from extreme white to extreme black within a period. 

The edge error can be reduced, especially near the 
center part of the image, by using Wiener filters instead 
of the inverse filter. By increasing the filter parameter (y), 
the edge error becomes less prominent, but the resolution 
of the restored images also becomes smeared. A ghosting 
effect becomes clearly visible for y B 0.01. 

A further improvement in the quality of the restoration 
is obtained with the use of windowing. From the consid- 
eration of edge-error reduction, we derived a window 
which is expressible in terms of the PSF. With the win- 
dow, Wiener filters with y ranging from 0.0001 to 0.01 
seem to yield acceptable restorations. 

It appears that even with the help of appropriate win- 
dowing, traditional restoration techniques with the in- 
verse and Wiener filters are still not capable of restoring 
images to the quality obtained with spatial-domain meth- 
ods such as that of Sondhi [6]. It however does not neces- 
sarily follow that spatial-domain methods are superior to 
Fourier-transform-domain methods. The expressions for 
the edge error which we have obtained can in fact be used 
for the design of new Fourier-transform-domain restora- 
tion methods. In a companion paper, we shall propose 

APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF G$” 

We start with the identity 

= $x W-iu(l + Wu + w2u + . . . + w(M-l-1)~) 
u 0 

{ 

1, forOIiI(M-l- 1); 
= 

0, for (M - I) I i 5 (N - 1). 
(AlI 

Equation (Al) implies 

1, forOIiI(M-l- 1); 

= 0, for (M - I) 5 i 5 (IV - 1). 
642) 

Exploiting the periodicity of We”, we obtain from (A2) N 
equations relating the Gin”: 

Av = c, (A3) 
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where v is the vector (N x 1 matrix) [Gf$‘, G$, . . . , 
Gr&Jr, c the constant vector with the first (M - I) ele- 
ments equal to 1 and the remaining elements equal to 0, 
and A a circulant matrix. The first row of A consists of 
elements al,l = 1, a1,2 = . . . = al,N-M = 0, and u~,+++~ 
=...= ul,N = 1. Subsequent rows of A are obtained by 
rolling the first row successively to the right. 

When N = mM + 1, m an integer, an analysis of (A3) 
shows that the elements G)? are divided into two classes; 
in each class the elements Gi!J” are all equal to a constant 
value: 

Gfy = (M - 1)/M, 

G;y = -l/M 

for 0 I {(i - 1) mod M} 5 (M - 1 - I), (A4) 

G;y = (M - I)lM 

for (M - I) 5 {(i - 1) mod M} I (M - I). (A4) 

Solutions (A4) are square waves. A specific example is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
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